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ABSTRACT
Spin-transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-
RAM) technology has emerged as a potential replacement
of SRAM in cache design, especially for building large-scale
and energy-efficient last level caches. Compared with single-
level cell (SLC), multi-level cell (MLC) STT-RAM is ex-
pected to double cache capacity and increase system perfor-
mance. However, the two-step read/write access schemes in-
cur considerable energy consumption and performance degra-
dation. In this paper, we propose two techniques using data
compression to optimize MLC STT-RAM cache design. The
first technique tries to compress a cache line and fit it into
only the soft-bit region of the cells, so that reading or writing
this cache line takes only one step which is fast and energy-
efficient. We introduce a second technique to increase the
cache capacity by enabling the left hard-bit region to store
another compressed cache line, which can improve the sys-
tem performance for memory intensive workloads. The ex-
perimental results show that, compared with a conventional
MLC STT-RAM last level cache design, our overhead min-
imized technique reduces the dynamic energy consumption
by 38.2% on average with the same system performance, and
our capacity augmented technique boosts the system perfor-
mance by 6.1% with 19.2% dynamic energy saving on aver-
age, across the evaluated multi-programmed benchmarks.

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern chip multiprocessors, on-chip caches account

for a large portion of chip area and power consumption.
SRAM has been the common embodiments of different levels
of on-chip caches thanks to its fast access speed. However,
as technology scales, its increasing leakage power and re-
duced reliability have attracted increasing concern. In recent
years, various emerging nonvolatile memory (NVM) tech-
nologies have been developed and studied by the industry
and the academia, such as phase change memory, metal-
oxide resistive memory, and spin-transfer torque magnetic
random access memory (STT-RAM), which have zero leak-
age power. Among these NVM technologies, STT-RAM has
demonstrated a great potential to replace SRAM for build-
ing next-generation on-chip caches.

Compared with SRAM, STT-RAM has similar read ac-
cess speed and read energy consumption, 3-4 times higher
density, zero leakage power, and better scalability [10]. How-
ever, it suffers from longer write latency and higher write en-
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ergy. Most of the previous work focused on single level cell
(SLC) STT-RAM based cache design [16]. With multi-level
cell (MLC) technology, each STT-RAM cell can store two
bits, which enhances its density, making STT-RAMmore at-
tractive in constructing large-scale and energy-efficient last
level caches (LLC) [6].

However, MLC STT-RAM requires two-step read and write
operations, and therefore has longer access latency and higher
access energy than SLC. It deteriorates the write perfor-
mance and write energy consumption of STT-RAM, and can
potentially offset the benefits from the enlarged capacity and
even degrade system performance. Between the parallel and
series MLC designs, the series one has been considered to
be more feasible [18]. In series MLC design, each cell stores
a soft-bit and a hard-bit; accessing the soft-bit takes one
step, which is fast and energy-efficient; however, accessing
the hard-bit is two-step, which is slow and consumes a lot
of energy. Leveraging the differences between soft-bits and
hard-bits, we propose an optimized MLC STT-RAM LLC
design using data compression in this work. With data com-
pression, we can compress a cache line into half the size and
fit it into only the soft-bit region of the cells, reducing the
number of slow and energy-consuming two-step accesses. We
propose two techniques that operate data at the granularity
of cache ways. The first one is overhead optimized, which
involves negligible hardware and scheduling overhead. The
experimental results show that it significantly reduces the
energy consumption of MLC STT-RAM LLC without per-
formance loss. The second technique enhances the effective
cache capacity by utilizing the left hard-bit region of a com-
pressed cache line to store an additional compressed line if
possible. Besides saving energy, this technique also improves
system performance due to the increased cache capacity and
the reduced off-chip memory accesses.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce the basics of STT-RAM,

and then present the related work.

2.1 The Basics of STT-RAM
STT-RAM represents data by the resistance of the mag-

netic tunnel junction (MTJ) in each cell. Figure 1(a) shows
the most popular one-transistor-one-MTJ (1T1J) cell struc-
ture, in which the transistor is used to select the MTJ by
activating the word line. An MTJ consists of three layers:
two ferromagnetic layers called free layer and reference layer
respectively, and one oxide barrier layer in the middle. The
magnetization direction of the reference layer is fixed, while
that of the free layer can be changed by applying a spin
polarized current through the MTJ. The resistance of an
MTJ is determined by the relative magnetization directions
of the two ferromagnetic layers. As shown in Figure 1(b),
when they are in parallel, the MTJ has low resistance and
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Figure 1: (a) 1T1J SLC STT-RAM cell structure; (b)
in-plane MTJs in low and high resistance states.

represents logic ‘0’; in contrast, when they are anti-parallel,
the MTJ is in a high resistance state and denotes logic ‘1’.
The direction of the applied switching current determines to
write ‘0’ or ‘1’, as shown in Figure 1(a). The magnetization
directions of the MTJs in Figure 1 are in-plane, and they can
also be made perpendicular [11]. As the technology node
scales, perpendicular MTJ based STT-RAM demonstrates
better characteristics than in-plane MTJ based STT-RAM.
It requires a lower switching current and can maintain high
thermal stability for a longer retention time.

The cell in Figure 1 stores a single logic bit, called single
level cell (SLC). To enhance the density of STT-RAM, multi-
level cell (MLC) structures have been proposed, holding
multiple logic bits in a single cell. There are two categories
of MLC MTJ designs, parallel [13] and series [12]. In parallel
MLC MTJs, the free layer has two domains to achieve four
resistance states by the combinations of their magnetization
directions; while series MLC STT-RAM stacks two MTJs
to represent two logic bits. A recent study demonstrates
that series MLC STT-RAM is more feasible than parallel,
because parallel MLC STT-RAM design is only applicable
to in-plane MTJ technology while series design is compati-
ble with advanced MTJ technologies such as perpendicular
MTJ and has overwhelming advantage in read and write re-
liability [18]. This work focuses on series MLC STT-RAM.
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Figure 2: (a) Series MLC MTJ structure; (b) 2-step
write operation; (c) 2-step read operation.

Figure 2(a) depicts the series MLC MTJ structure. The
two MTJs have different areas in order to distinguish two
logic bits. The bits stored in the smaller and bigger MTJs
are called soft-bit and hard-bit, respectively. Given both
constant resistance-area product and critical switching cur-
rent density (IC), the soft-bit has a larger resistance so that
it is the more significant bit, and it requires a smaller switch-
ing current than the hard-bit, i.e. IC,soft < IC,hard. Fig-
ure 2(b) and (c) illustrate the write and read operations
of series MLC STT-RAM. They both have two steps. As
shown in Figure 2(b), in a write operation, first a large
current IWH (IWH > IC,hard) is applied to switch both
the hard-bit and the soft-bit; next a smaller current IWS
(IC,soft < IWS < IC,hard) is used to flip only the soft-bit.
As shown in Figure 2(c), a read operation based on voltage
sensing requires three reference voltages (Ref-0, Ref-1, and
Ref-2) and two comparisons. The soft-bit is first detected
by comparing the sensing voltage with Ref-0; then based on
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Figure 3: MLC data mapping methods for a 64-byte
(512-bit) cache line: (a) direct mapping; (b) cell split
mapping; (c) interleaved mapping.

the result, we read the hard-bit by comparing the sensing
voltage with either Ref-1 or Ref-2.

Because of more complex read and write operations, MLC
STT-RAM has longer read and write latencies and consumes
higher read and write energy than SLC STT-RAM, which
may degrade system performance and energy efficiency de-
spite its capacity benefits. We notice that, regardless of the
hard-bit, reading the soft-bit takes only one step; moreover,
writing the soft-bit requires only a small switching current
which will not flip the hard-bit. Therefore, MLC STT-RAM
can perform like SLC by working only on the soft-bits, which
improves the access speed but reduces the capacity.

2.2 Data Mapping for MLC Based Cache
To adopt MLC STT-RAM for cache, one key design issue

is how to map the data bits of a cache line to MLCs. A
straight-forward method is direct mapping (DM), as shown
in Figure 3(a). Given a 64B (512-bit) cache line, it uses 256
2-bit MLCs to hold a line and each cell stores two adjacent
bits. Thanks to its simplicity, DM has been adopted in some
previous work [5, 7]. However, since DM does not differenti-
ate soft-bit and hard-bit regions, the read and write latencies
are the worst-case two-step latencies no matter which word
of a line is accessed.

To take advantage of the fact that soft-bit region is fast,
Bi et al. proposed cell split mapping (CSM) [3] as shown
in Figure 3(b), in which a cache line is stored either in all
the soft-bits or in all the hard-bits of the cells. The soft-
bit line and the corresponding hard-bit line are a fast way
and a slow way respectively of the same set. To make best
use of fast ways, a data migration mechanism is designed
including an inter-cell swapping scheme and the migration
policies. To further improve the access speed, they also pro-
pose an application-aware speed enhancement (ASE) mode
for MLC STT-RAM based caches, in which MLC STT-RAM
can work as fast SLC at a set level of granularity when appli-
cations do not benefit much from the large capacity of each
set offered by MLC. Each cache set can dynamically halve or
double the number of ways by switching between MLC mode
and ASE mode according to the result of a mode-predictor.
Interleaved mapping (IM) is another data mapping method [15].

As illustrated in Figure 3(c), the lower half of the data bits
of a line are stored in the soft-bit region while the higher half
are put in the corresponding hard-bit region. Based on IM,
Wang et al. proposed a dynamic block size technique (DBS)
to optimize MLC STT-RAM based caches. Each cache set
can operate in two modes: large block mode (LBM) and
small block mode (SBM), as shown in Figure 4(a). LBM
is a normal mode, utilizing both the soft-bit region and the
hard-bit region to store each line, while SBM uses only the
soft-bit region to store the hot data chunks of a line which
has half the size of a line. Therefore, SBM is faster and con-
sumes less energy than LBM. The dynamic block size mech-
anism can reconfigure the block sizes of each cache set at
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Figure 4: (a) The previous dynamic block size technique
(DBS); (b) the proposed overhead minimized technique
(OMT); (c) the proposed capacity augmented technique
(CAT).

runtime according to their proposed block size reconfigura-
tion policy. Their experiment results show that, the dynamic
LBM-SBM switching mechanism based on IM surpasses the
dynamic MLC-ASE mode switching mechanism based on
CSM [3], achieving about 1% more IPC improvement and
5% more energy saving over the LBM only baseline.

3. THE PROPOSED DESIGN
This section first gives an overview of our design, and

then introduces data compression used in our design. Next,
the details of two proposed techniques are presented, respec-
tively.

3.1 Design Overview
In our MLC STT-RAM cache design, we adopt the in-

terleaved mapping method (Figure 3 (c)) for data map-
ping. However, unlike the previous work using dynamic
block sizes [15], this work fixes the data block size, and em-
ploys data compression to fit a compressible line into only
the soft-bit region or the hard-bit region of the cells.

We propose two techniques based on data compression.
One is the Overhead Minimized Technique (OMT) as shown
in Figure 4(b), in which a compressible line is put only into
the soft-bit region and the corresponding hard-bit region is
not used so that the change of the cache management and
the modification of the tag arrays are minimized. The other
is the Capacity Augmented Technique (CAT) as shown in
Figure 4(c), in which a compressible line can be put into the
soft-bit region as well as the hard-bit region so that the ca-
pacity of the cache is enhanced thanks to data compression.
Compared with the dynamic block size technique (DBS) as
shown in Figure 4(a), OMT supports a finer granularity of
fast and slow ways. It does not require one whole cache
set to operate in either fast way mode (SBM) or slow way
mode (LBM); however, each way in a cache set can be a
fast way as long as the data can be compressed into half
the size and fit into the soft-bit region. Moreover, OMT is
more lightweight than DBS by avoiding the hardware and
scheduling overheads of dynamic block size reconfiguration.
Compared with DBS, OMT and CAT provide a larger cache
capacity, because the soft-bit region can store all the data of
a line in a compressed fashion and in CAT the left hard-bit
region can be used to store another compressible line.

3.2 Data Compression
The effectiveness of our techniques depends on how many

cache lines are compressible. In this work, a line is “com-
pressible” specifically means that it can be compressed into

half its size so that it can be fit into only the soft-bit re-
gion or the hard-bit region. A number of cache compres-
sion schemes have been proposed which exploit various data
compression methods to expand the effective cache capac-
ity. For example, Zero-Content Augmented caches repre-
sent zero-value lines in a very compact way [9]. Also, Fre-
quent Value Compression [17] and Frequent Pattern Com-
pression [1] have been proposed and utilized in cache de-
signs. Additionally, Base-Delta-Immediate (BΔI) Compres-
sion [14] has been widely adopted as a practical data com-
pression method for on-chip caches thanks to its high com-
pression ratio, low decompression latency, and modest hard-
ware complexity. Huffman coding based statistical compres-
sion has also been explored for cache compression [2].

Our proposed techniques for MLC STT-RAM cache de-
sign do not rely on any specific compression method. In this
work, we take the state-of-the-art BΔI compression as an
example, and integrate it into our cache design. BΔI com-
pression leverages the fact that the values within a cache
line have a low dynamic range, and therefore presents a
cache line using one or multiple base values and an array
of differences (“deltas”) whose combined size is smaller than
the original cache line [14]. We use two bases, one of which
is default zero, according to the suggested best option. As-
suming that the cache line size is 64 bytes, we define our
BΔI encoding in Table 1.

Our compressor consists of three compression units: one
zero compression unit, one 8-byte-base 1-byte-delta (Base8-
Δ1) compression unit, and one 8-byte-base 2-byte-delta (Base8-
Δ2) compression unit. Therefore, the encoding needs 2 bits,
as shown in Table 1, and they are attached to the corre-
sponding tag for each cache line. All these compression
units operate in parallel, and a selection logic chooses the
optimal one if multiple compression options are available for
a cache line. In the previous BΔI compressor design [14], it
contains other BΔI compression units of different base and
delta sizes, e.g. 8-byte-base 4-byte-delta, 4-byte-base 1-byte-
delta, and so on. The reasons why we only choose Base8-Δ1
and Base8-Δ2 are: i) they can compress a cache line into half
the size; ii) they can achieve almost the best compression ra-
tio of BΔI compression; and iii) the hardware overhead is
greatly reduced. In Table 1, the compressed cache line size
for Base8-Δ1 is 17 bytes, including one 8-byte base, eight
1-byte deltas, and one byte each bit of which indicates the
base for each segmentation (or delta) is either the default
zero base or the other base. Similarly, the compressed cache
line size for Base8-Δ2 is 25 bytes.

We simulated a 3-level cache hierarchy as described in Ta-
ble 2, and profiled the data in the last level cache over the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. Figure 6 shows the percent-
ages of the compressible lines and the breakdowns of the
compression schemes across 15 selected benchmarks. On
average, 42% of the target cache line data are compress-
ible. From the breakdown results we can find that, for some
benchmarks such as zeusmp and GemsFDTD, more lines
are compressed by the “Zeros” scheme encoded as “00”, and
for some other benchmarks such as milc and lbm, more lines
are compressed by the BΔI schemes including Base8-Δ1 and
Base8-Δ2 encoded as “01” and “10”.

3.3 The Overhead Minimized Technique
As shown in Figure 4(b), with OMT, each way in a cache

set can be a fast way or a slow way, depending on whether
the data line can be compressed into half the size. As men-
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Figure 6: The profiling results over SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks: the percentages of compressible lines and
the breakdowns of compression schemes.

Table 1: BΔI encoding.
Name Base Δ Size Encoding

Zeros 1B 0B 1B 00
Base8-Δ1 8B 1B 17B 01
Base8-Δ2 8B 2B 25B 10
No Compression N/A N/A 64B 11

tioned above, we attach a 2-bit compression scheme code to
the tag for each cache line which indicates whether the line
is compressed and which compression scheme is used.

Figure 5 describes how OMT processes write and read re-
quests. For a write request, as shown in Figure 5(a), first the
input data are processed by the compressor. Then, based on
the compression scheme code, it is determined whether the
input data have been compressed. If yes, the compressed
input data are written into the soft-bit region, and it is a
fast and energy-efficient write operation; otherwise, the in-
put data are written into both the soft-bit and the hard-bit
regions, and it is a slow and energy-consuming write oper-
ation. The corresponding compression scheme code in the
tag arrays is also updated. For a read request, as shown in
Figure 5(b), first the compression scheme code in the tag ar-
rays is checked to determine whether the line is compressed
or not. If yes, the compressed data are read out from the
soft-bit region through a fast read operation, and then de-
compressed by the decompressor according to the compres-
sion scheme code before output; otherwise, the data are read
out from both the soft-bit and the hard-bit regions through
a slow read operation, and then output.

3.4 The Capacity Augmented Technique
As presented above, OMT takes advantage of data com-

pression to reduce the access latency and energy to MLC
STT-RAM. However, it does not leverage the capacity bene-
fits from data compression. We further propose CAT, which
increases the cache capacity by using the saved hard-bit re-
gions to accommodate more compressible lines of data. As
shown in Figure 4(c), two compressible lines can reside in
the soft-bit region and the hard-bit region of the cells simul-
taneously. Therefore, the maximum number of ways that
each cache set can hold doubles.

To fully utilize the capacity benefits requires doubling the
tags, which incurs a considerable overhead. To reduce the

tag overhead, we may limit the maximum number of ways
of each cache set. According to our profiling results of the
percentage of compressible lines as shown in Figure 6, in-
creasing the tags by 50% is a reasonable choice. We design
a simple tag-data mapping based on the conventional one, in
which the original tags are directly mapped to the original
data positions while the added tags can be mapped to any
hard-bit region of the cache set. Therefore, each added tag
needs to store its data position. For example, it requires 4
additional bits per added tag to store 16 possible hard-bit re-
gion positions in an originally 16-way cache. Moreover, the
cache replacement policy needs to be modified since some
ways are compressed while others are not. We implement a
very simple least recently used (LRU) policy, which chooses
the LRU compressed line or the LRU in-compressed line for
replacement according to whether the incoming line is com-
pressible or not. We leave the study of more intelligent cache
policies for the future work.

Table 2: Processor and Memory Configurations

Processor 1-/4-core, alpha ,4GHz, out-of-order, 8-issue
L1 cache private, 32KB I/D, 64B line, 4-way
SRAM 2-cycle latency
L2 cache private, 256KB, 64B line, 8-way
SRAM 5-cycle latency
L3 cache shared, 64B line, 16-way
STT-RAM 4MB SLC, 8MB MLC
Main memory 8GB, DDR3-1600, 64bit I/O, 8 banks
DRAM tCL-tRCD-tRP-tWR: 11-11-11-12

4. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we first describe our experimental method-

ology and then evaluate the system performance and the
energy reduction achieved by the proposed scheme.

4.1 Experimental Methodology
In this work, our evaluation is based on the gem5 full

system simulator [4] with modification to the cache imple-
mentation to simulate the architectural design. Our mod-
ification to gem5 includes an asymmetric cache read/write
latency model and integrated (de)compression unit. The
processor and memory configurations are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. The proposed designs are applied on L3 cache, which
uses SRAM for tag array and STT-RAM for data array.
We simulate both single-core and four-core systems with
DDR3-1600 as the referenced memory model. We choose
15 benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite
for single-core simulation. In addition, we select 10 bench-
marks with a wide range of different compression ratio and
mix them to 10 groups of 4 for multi-programmed workload
simulation as shown in Table 4. We use accesses per kilo
instructions (APKI) as a metric to measure the access be-
havior of LLC, and list the APKI of different workloads in
Table 4 We fast-forward one billion instructions, and exe-
cute 5 billion instructions. Note that we select at least one
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Figure 7: Energy results normalized to MLC for: (a) single-programmed and (b) multi-programmed workloads.
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Figure 9: Fast access ratio results for: (a) single-programmed and (b) multi-programmed workloads.

benchmark with high compressibility for multi-programmed
workloads. We compare four STT-RAM LLC designs, SLC:
the SLC STT-RAM cache; MLC: the baseline conventional
MLC STT-RAM cache; OMT/CAT: the proposed MLC
STT-RAM cache design with overhead-minimized technique
and capacity-augmented technique. The STT-RAM LLC
configurations are summarized in Table 3, where the circuit-
level parameters of latency, energy, and leakage power are
generated from NVSim [8].

4.2 Energy Comparison
Figure 7 shows the energy consumption normalized to

MLC design for single-programmed workloads and multi-
programmed workloads respectively. As indicated, SLC de-
sign has the lowest energy consumption due to its one-step
operation. As shown in Figure 7(a), the OMT scheme re-
duce system energy by 32.0% on average and up to 70.0%
for benchmarks with high compressibility and APKI, e.g.
zeusmp and GemsFDTD. Figure 7(b) shows that the en-
ergy consumption for multi-programmed workloads is fur-
ther reduced by 39.4% on average. This is because appli-
cations running on a multi-core system cause more accesses
on LLC. Fortunately, OMT avoids compressible cache lines
being written into the hard-bit region, which leads to signif-
icant energy savings. While CAT design reduce energy by
19.3% on average, since we trade-off energy saving for po-
tential better performance. Note that we consider dynamic
energy only since the major difference of energy consump-
tion comes from dynamic cache accesses and different cache
designs share the similar peripheral circuit.

A major source of energy saving is the write energy re-
duction from two-step operation to one-step soft-bit only
operation. As shown in Figure 9, we define Fast Write Ra-
tio as the percentage of saved one-step write accesses over
total write accesses on LLC and demonstrate that our de-
sign avoids on average 54.5% of normal two-step writes to
one-step programming for shared LLC.

4.3 Performance Comparison
We use Instruction per Cycle (IPC) as the metric to eval-

uate system performance, and employ overall throughput
(
∑

IPC) for multi-programmed workloads. We first demon-
strate the effectiveness of MLC design over SLC design. As
shown in Figure 8(a), for single-programmed simulation, the
SLC design with half of the capacity than MLC design in-
curs on average 2.8% performance degradation compared
with the baseline MLC design, especially for workloads sen-
sitive to LLC capacity such as lbm. While the performance
benefit of employing MLC design differs among different ap-
plications. Compared with SLC design, the system perfor-
mance of some benchmarks, e.g. omnetpp and hmmer, ac-
tually degrades due to the increased access latency of MLC
design, and these benchmarks have a smaller working set
on LLC and cannot take much advantage of the increased
cache capacity. On the other hand, Figure 8(b) shows that
for multi-programmed workloads, the performance of SLC
design degrades by 12.1% on average, which comes from the
heavier pressure on LLC. Therefore, even though the SLC
design consumes the lowest energy, it potentially degrades
system performance due to the reduced capacity.
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Table 3: STT-RAM LLC Parameters

SLC MLC OMT
Read latency (cycle) 13 19 S: 14, H: 20
Write latency (cycle) 49 90 S: 50, H: 95
Read energy (nJ) 0.415 0.424 S: 0.427, H: 0.579
Write energy (nJ) 0.876 1.859 S: 1.084, H: 2.653
Leakage power (mW) 80.8

Table 4: Evaluated workloads

No Benchmark APKI No Benchmark APKI
1 GemsFDTD 19.38 14 tonto 0.73
2 astar 0.96 15 zeusmp 11.50
3 bwaves 16.66 mix1 4,5,11,15 13.59
4 bzip2 9.52 mix2 3,6,8,13 9.69
5 dealII 1.73 mix3 5,11,14,15 10.17
6 gobmk 2.92 mix4 4,6,8,13 10.77
7 h264ref 1.92 mix5 3,9,11,14 13.39
8 hmmer 4.52 mix6 4,5,8,15 9.89
9 lbm 55.63 mix7 3,6,9,13 23.73
10 leslie3d 11.97 mix8 3,5,8,11 9.56
11 milc 9.42 mix9 4,6,13,15 25.69
12 sjeng 0.60 mix10 3,4,5,14 10.68
13 soplex 18.52

Our proposed OMT design has the system performance
benefit of larger capacity enabled by MLC structure over
SLC design. Compared with the baseline MLC design, OMT
reduces energy consumption as discussed in Section 4.2 but
incurs no performance degradation. We observe slightly per-
formance improvement (up to 2.5%) of OMT design since
certain amount of read/write accesses to hard-bit region are
eliminated. The performance improvement is insignificant
because our target cache is the level-3 cache, which is insen-
sitive to write latency, and the optimization on read latency
only has limited impact on system performance. However,
we demonstrate that on average 22.5% (38.2% for single-
programmed workloads) of total read accesses are optimized
to one-step operation as the Fast Read Ratio results show
in Figure 9. We expect better performance improvement
when OMT is applied at higher level of cache hierarchy or
the system is loaded with cache intensive workloads.

Figure 8 shows that our CAT design improves system per-
formance by 0.5% for single-programmed benchmarks and
by 6.1% for multi-programmed benchmarks, both on aver-
age. The effectiveness of the CAT design relies on both com-
pressibility and APKI of different workloads, as well as in-
tensive cache accesses of multi-programmed workloads. For
workloads with high compressibility and APKI, e.g. mix7
and mix9, we observe that the performance is improved by
over 10.0%. The effective cache capacity is increased when
equipped with CAT since the saved hard-bit region can store
additional cache lines. Consequently, it reduces memory ac-
cesses and improves system performance. While other work-
loads show little impact on performance, which is due to ei-
ther low compressibility or insensitive access latency impact
on LLC.
4.4 Overhead Estimation

The hardware overhead of our proposed techniques using
data compression include the compressor and the decom-
pressor. We implemented our BΔI compressor and decom-
pressor using Verilog, and synthesized them with Synopsys
Design Compiler at 45nm technology node. The estimated
area cost is 0.0018mm2, which is negligible to the entire
chip area. Besides the compressor and decompressor over-
head, OMT and CAT also incur some tag overheads. As
discussed above, OMT has very small tag overhead, only 2-
bit compression scheme code for each cache line; CAT uses

50% more tags to support a larger effective cache capacity.
Based on the area estimation on NVSim, the proposed tech-
niques incur 0.18% and 0.45% area overhead for OMT and
CAT, respectively.

Data compression also increases the cache access latency
and energy. With our system simulation configurations (as
shown Table 2), compression increases the read latency by
1 cycle, and decompression increases the write latency also
by 1 cycle. Moreover, compressing a cache line consumes
0.003nJ on average, and decompressing a cache line con-
sumes 0.001nJ on average.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Multi-level cell (MLC) STT-RAM has been widely stud-

ied as a replacement of SRAM for constructing large-scale
and energy-efficient on-chip cache. However, the two-step
read/write accesses of MLC cause energy overhead and sys-
tem performance degradation. In this paper, we propose
an architectural design for MLC-based STT-RAM last-level
cache. Our OMT scheme avoids slow and energy-inefficient
two-step accesses on both hard-bit and soft-bit region to
one-step accesses on soft-bit region only by applying data
compression. The proposed CAT design can further increase
effective cache capacity by fit a compressible cache line into
the saved hard-bit region of STT-RAM cells. The experi-
mental results of the evaluated multi-programmed workloads
show that the proposed OMT design reduces dynamic en-
ergy consumption on LLC by 38.2% on average without sys-
tem performance degradation. While combined with CAT,
our design improves system performance by 6.1% and re-
duces energy consumption by 19.3%.
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